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Circadian neural circuits generate near 24-hr physio-
logical rhythms that can be entrained by light to coor-
dinate animal physiology with daily solar cycles. To
examinehowacircadiancircuit reorganizes itsactivity
in response to light,we imagedperiod (per) clockgene
cycling for up to 6 days at single-neuron resolution
in whole-brain explant cultures prepared from per-
luciferase transgenic flies. We compared cultures
subjected toaphase-advancing light pulse (LP) tocul-
tures maintained in darkness (DD). In DD, individual
neuronal oscillators in all circadian subgroups are
initially well synchronized but then show monotonic
decrease in oscillator rhythm amplitude and syn-
chrony with time. The small ventral lateral neurons
(s-LNvs) and dorsal lateral neurons (LNds) exhibit
this decrease at a slower relative rate. In contrast,
the LP evokes a rapid loss of oscillator synchrony be-
tween andwithinmost circadian neuronal subgroups,
followed by gradual phase retuning of whole-circuit
oscillatorsynchrony.TheLNdsmaintainhigh rhythmic
amplitude and synchrony following the LP along with
the most rapid coherent phase advance. Immuno-
cytochemical analysis of PER shows that these
dynamics in DD and LP are recapitulated in vivo.
Anatomically distinct circadian neuronal subgroups
vary in their response to the LP, showing differences
in the degree and kinetics of their loss, recovery and/
or strengthening of synchrony, and rhythmicity. Tran-
sient desynchrony appears to be an integral feature of
light response of the Drosophila multicellular circa-
dian clock. Individual oscillators in different neuronal
subgroups of the circadian circuit show distinct ki-
netic signatures of light response and phase retuning.
INTRODUCTION
Most organisms schedule their daily activity and metabolism us-
ing a circadian clock mechanism. Living organisms make daily858 Current Biology 25, 858–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltdadjustments to synchronize their circadian clock to seasonal
changes of the 24 hr solar cycle by entrainment to environmental
cues, light being the most powerful cue for most animals [1, 2].
The process of entrainment is most apparent when we travel
rapidly across multiple time zones, in the form of jetlag. The
brain circadian neural network of mammals is located in the su-
prachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), whereas the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster and other insects have an anatomically distributed
brain circadian neural circuit [3, 4]. Studies have revealed many
similarities in the circadian biology of mammalian andDrosophila
models, from molecular to circuit levels [5].
Longstanding efforts have been made to understand how
clock cycling of individual neuronal oscillators distributed
throughout circadian circuits maps to behaviors such as entrain-
ment.Widely used immunocytochemical (ICC) analyses of rhyth-
mic molecular clock components in circadian circuits are limited
because they cannot capture individual oscillator longitudinal
activity or dynamic relationships between oscillators in a single
brain. The cross-sectional ICC approach takes individual ‘‘snap-
shots’’ of clock markers and requires averaging over many
brains to construct an approximate time course. To circumvent
these problems, longitudinal measurements of SCN oscillators
have been made by multi-electrode recordings or imaging
of bioluminescent or fluorescent reporters of clock gene ex-
pression [6–8]. These studies have revealed that individual
SCN oscillators express a surprisingly large range of periods
and phases. Further analysis of SCN oscillators has revealed
how small-molecule and peptide transmitters coordinate sub-
sets of oscillators [5].
But the fundamental question of how a circadian network al-
ters its distributed activity in response to a light entrainment
signal in real time remains enigmatic. For the SCN, this is largely
due to the technical difficulty of physiologically activating the
melanopsin-mediated light input pathway in SCN slice cultures.
Measuring the circuit-wide response to light is feasible in
Drosophila because the entire fly brain can be cultured [9] and
approximately half the neurons in the fly circadian circuit auton-
omously express the blue light receptor Cryptochrome (CRY)
[10, 11], which provides the primary mechanism for light reset-
ting the circadian clock and acute light-evoked increases in firing
rate in circadian neurons [12, 13]. To address how light reorga-
nizes the activity of the Drosophila circadian circuit mapped
at single-cell resolution, we developed a culture system forAll rights reserved
Drosophila adult whole brains [9], then refined and combined
high-resolution imaging of circuit-wide single oscillators [14, 15]
with sophisticated mathematical analytical tools [16, 17]. For
in vivo comparison, we performed anti-PER ICC using the
same light/dark protocols used for whole-brain imaging.
Although ICC has limited temporal resolution for single-oscillator
kinetics relative to bioluminescence recordings, we can test pre-
dictions of neuronal subgroup patterns of dynamic PER activity
in response to light.
RESULTS
Imaging the Drosophila Circadian Neural Circuit in
Organotypically Cultured Whole Adult Brains Prepared
from XLG-Per-Luc Flies
The Drosophila circadian circuit consists of at least six neuronal
subgroups [18], which can be further subdivided by neurochem-
ical or promoter fragment expression markers [19–23]. These
include the large and small ventral lateral neurons (l-LNvs and
s-LNvs), the dorsal lateral neurons (LNds), and three subgroups
of dorsal neurons (DNs 1, 2, and 3) (Figure S1A; DN2s not
shown). The Drosophila circadian pacemaker neurons are func-
tionally defined as cells that rhythmically express the clock pro-
teins Period (PER) and Timeless (TIM).
We used transgenic XLG-luc (XLG-Per-Luc) flies in this study
because the 13.2-kb per gene promoter fragment drives ex-
pression of a PER-luciferase fusion protein in nearly all neurons
of the circadian circuit. Normal behavioral rhythmicity is nearly
restoredwhen XLG-Per-Luc flies are crossedwith the non-rhyth-
mic per null mutant line per01 [24]. The spatiotemporal pattern of
expression and degradation of the XLG-PER-LUC fusion protein
resembles that of the native PER protein (Movie S1) [24]. Using a
high-quantum-efficiency CCD camera, the anatomically defined
major circadian neuron subgroups can be visualized by biolumi-
nescence imaging of whole adult brains of XLG-Per-Luc flies
(Figure S1C). We maintained brains using a long-term organo-
typic culture protocol we developed in collaboration with the
Hassan lab [9].
A Phase-Advancing Light Pulse Induces Acute
Desynchrony of Most Oscillators throughout the
DrosophilaCircadian Circuit Followed by Gradual Phase
Retuning of Synchrony
To determine the baseline circuit-wide dynamic relationship
between individual oscillators, we imaged whole adult brains
of XLG-Per-Luc flies (previously entrained under 12:12 hr LD;
[24]) to measure single-neuron oscillations in constant dark-
ness (DD) for 6 days in organotypic culture [9]. Time-series
analyses of single-neuron bioluminescence oscillations for ‘‘all
DD cells’’ (from all circadian neuronal subgroups, n = 122) in
continuous 6-day DD recordings show initially synchronized
oscillators throughout the circadian circuit that gradually
decrease their oscillator amplitude and desynchronize with
time, as shown by superimposed single-cell oscillator traces
(Figure 1A, upper panel), averaged record (Figure 1B, black
trace), and goodness-of-sine-fit (GOF) as a measure of rhyth-
micity (Figure 1D, black trace). Average oscillator period is
initially close to 24 hr for the first several days in DD and
then decreases (Figure 1F, black trace). Oscillator amplitudeCurrent Biology 25, 8decreases for all cells in DD, but the s-LNvs dampen at a
slower rate (Figure 1G, black trace), in agreement with whole-
animal and whole-brain bioluminescence measurements in
XLG-Per-Luc flies [24].
Next, we imaged the circadian network response in adult
cultured whole brains prepared from XLG-Per-Luc flies exposed
ex vivo to a phase-advancing white light pulse (LP) at circadian
time (CT) 22 of the second day of DD (6 days total recording).
We compared the circadian circuit dynamics for the LP response
of individual oscillators relative to control baseline measure-
ments for corresponding oscillators in DD at matched time
points. In contrast to DD conditions, the LP evokes rapid desyn-
chrony of oscillator cycling followed by gradual recovery and
then strengthening of synchrony 1–2 days after the LP that can
be seen qualitatively in superimposed individual oscillator traces
(Figure 1A, lower panel) and in the averaged record (Figure 1B,
red trace). We call the entire dynamic process of gradual emer-
gence of phase-shifted, high-amplitude, and tighter-synchrony
oscillations following transient phase desynchrony after expo-
sure to the phase-advancing LP ‘‘phase retuning.’’ The qualita-
tively similar phenomenon of transient phase desynchrony in
SCN slices in response to bath-applied vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP) has been referred to as ‘‘phase tumbling’’ [25].
Examination of the detrended traces and the averaged traces
for LP cells in Figure S2 (bottom) clearly demonstrates that cells
exposed to the LP exhibit greater synchrony and phase-shifted
rhythmicity at the end of the recording relative to cells in DD.
To quantify order parameter R as a measure of the dynamic
response of oscillator synchrony, we calculated values of R
for a sequence of 2-day sliding windows using the definition of
order parameter in [26]. R can range from 0 to 1, with higher
values indicating similarity in phase, period, and waveform.
RLP – RDD was then calculated for all matched time points in
the LP and DD datasets. Following the LP, we measure sig-
nificantly negative values (RLP – RDD < 0) as ‘‘desynchrony,’’
subsequent values with no significant difference between the
conditions (RLP – RDDz 0) as ‘‘recovery,’’ and significantly pos-
itive values (RLP – RDD > 0) at the end of the recordings as
‘‘strengthened.’’ Overall analysis of ‘‘all LP cells’’ (i.e., from all
neuronal subgroups, n = 126) shows rapid and significant oscil-
lator desynchrony relative to DD immediately following the LP
(Figure 1C, yellow shaded area) that slowly phase retunes, with
significantly strengthened oscillator synchrony by 2–3 days
following the LP (Figure 1C, green shaded area). Analysis of
GOF as a measure of rhythmicity over 2-day sliding windows
yields a similar pattern of results: acute LP-reduced GOF (Fig-
ure 1D, yellow shaded area) followed by gradual strengthening
of oscillator GOF several days later (Figure 1D, green shaded
area). To confirm these patterns, we measured dynamic
changes in the proportion of reliably rhythmic cells (PLP – PDD).
The same trends of significant decreases in response to the LP
relative to DD followed by recovery over several days are
observed (Figure 1E). The periods of DD and LP cells are compa-
rable and relatively stable with the exception of two later time
points (Figure 1F). The overall amplitude of single-cell oscillators
declines monotonically and does not differ significantly between
LP and DD oscillators at time points following the LP (Figure 1G).
Thus, changes in oscillator synchrony and phase form the major
qualitative and quantitative responses to light.58–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 859
Figure 1. Oscillators in Constant Darkness Demonstrate Gradual Desynchrony Over Time, Whereas Oscillators Exposed to a White Light
Pulse at CT 22 Show Synchrony Phase Retuning
Neuronal oscillators were either maintained in constant darkness (‘‘DD cells’’) or exposed to a 15-min 12.57-W/m2 (2,000 lux) light pulse (LP) at CT 22 on the
second day in DD (‘‘LP cells’’). The time at which the LPwas applied is indicated by a yellow bar and lightning bolt. The colored backgrounds provide general time
frames of significant changes in order parameter. Bluish gray indicates pre-LP application, yellow indicates post-LP desynchrony, and green indicates resyn-
chrony.
(A) XLG-Per-Luc bioluminescence time-series measurements show that LP cells (lower panel; n = 126) exhibit transient loss, then recovery and even
strengthening of cell synchrony over time compared to DD cells (upper panel; n = 122), which exhibit a gradual, monotonic loss of cell synchrony.
(B) Comparing averaged bioluminescence traces confirms that LP cells (red line) exhibit an acute decrease in synchronized rhythmicity after the LP followed by
recovery and eventual strengthening of synchronized rhythmicity relative to DD cells (black line).
(C) After a LP, oscillators display significant reduction in the order parameter R, followed by a delayed significant increase in R. The order parameter R varies
between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating similarity in phase, period, and waveform. The solid red curve represents the difference in R between LP and DD
cells (RLP – RDD). The dark and light gray zones indicate the 95% and 99% confidence zones, respectively. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference
between LP and DD values of R, as determined using 10,000 bootstrap samples (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
(D) Using oscillator goodness-of-sine-fit (GOF) as a measure of rhythmicity, we found that after a LP, cells (red line) demonstrate an acute reduction in GOF
followed by significantly greater GOF over time as compared to DD oscillators at corresponding time points (black line).
(E) After a LP, relative to DD, there is a significant transient decrease in the proportion of reliably rhythmic cells (‘‘P’’), followed by a significant increase in P over
time. The solid red line indicates the difference between LP and DD conditions (PLP – PDD). Cells with GOFR 0.82 are considered to be ‘‘reliably rhythmic.’’ The
dark and light gray zones indicate 95% and 99% confidence zones as described in (C).
(F) Sine-fit estimates of period indicate that LP cells (red line) exhibit a transient increase in period length several days after a LP. It should be noted that sine-fit
estimates of period at these time points may be unreliable due to low-amplitude oscillations following the LP.
(G) Sine-fit estimates of amplitude indicate that that LP cells (red lines) exhibit no significant differences in amplitude following exposure to the LPwhen compared
to DD cells at corresponding time points. The difference in amplitude for the first 2-day window time point is likely due to slight overlap with changes in amplitude
induced by the LP at 1.92 days.
Error bars for GOF, period, and amplitude represent ±SEMwith significance analyzed using one-way ANOVAwith Tukey’s post hoc test. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.005.Neuronal Subgroups Exhibit Qualitatively Apparent
Differences in Dynamics of PER Activity Both in DD
and in Response to a Phase-Advancing Light Pulse
We then longitudinally measured PER expression rhythms in
single neurons from defined circadian neuronal subgroups in
bioluminescence images collected at 30 min intervals for
6 days in DD from cultured whole adult brains of XLG-Per-Luc
flies. The s-LNvs show the most robust rhythms and greatest in-
ter-neuronal synchrony in DD compared with other subgroups
(Figure 2A, top). The l-LNv also exhibit relatively large amplitude
and coherent rhythms in DD, though to a lesser extent than the
s-LNvs (Figure 2A, top). Previous reports on l-LNv oscillations
dampening in DD yielded different conclusions. Some studies
report l-LNv oscillations dampening within the first 2 days in
DD [27, 28], while other studies report measurable l-LNv cycling
of permRNA after 9 days in DD [29] and protein levels [30] for at
least 2.5 days in DD. We have reported considerably longer PER
cycling (albeit out of phase) and phasic electrical circadian rhyth-860 Current Biology 25, 858–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltdmicity in the l-LNv after 15 days of DD by calibrating data collec-
tion time points to behavioral landmarks for each fly tested
[31, 32]. Thus, our present bioluminescence results support the
findings in [29–32]. The LNds, DN1s, and DN3s show somewhat
less robust rhythms, with patterns of dampening amplitude
and gradual loss of coherent rhythms over the 6 days of DD (Fig-
ure 2A, top).
Single-neuron oscillators from the defined circadian neuronal
subgroups exposed to a LP show strikingly different dynamics
compared to DD (Figure 2A, bottom). The s-LNv oscillations
initially show coherent, high-amplitude rhythms similar to the
DD condition and then exhibit marked desynchrony immediately
after the LP, followed by a gradual recovery that phase retunes to
shifted synchrony after several days (Figure 2A, bottom). In
contrast, the l-LNvs exhibit immediate dampening of amplitude
and weak rhythmicity following the LP that does not recover
(Figure 2A, bottom). Of all the circadian neuronal subgroups
measured, the l-LNvs appear to have the most labile andAll rights reserved
Figure 2. Exposure of Cultured Brain Explants to a Light Pulse Reveals Qualitatively Distinct Dynamic Signatures of Neuronal Subgroups
(A) Single-neuron oscillations are shown separately for each neuronal subgroup. Top: neuron subgroups maintained in DD showing a general loss of intra-
subgroup synchrony and amplitude over time. s-LNvs exhibit themost robust rhythms over time. Bottom: neuron subgroups exposed to a 15-min 12.57-W/m2 LP
at CT 22 of the second day in DD ex vivo. LP-induced transient phase tumbling followed by synchrony phase retuning is seen qualitatively at varying degrees for all
groups except l-LNvs, which rapidly lose oscillator synchrony and amplitude and do not phase retune following the LP by the end of the recording. Conversely,
LNds do not appear to exhibit any significant loss of synchrony following the LP. n indicates the number of cells analyzed for each group. Background color
coding is the same as in Figure 1.
(B) Averaged bioluminescence traces for LP (red line) versus DD (black line) oscillators sharpen the qualitative patterns seen in the individual oscillator records.immediate response to the LP, consistent with previous findings
that they are light sensitive [13, 32–34]. In contrast, the LNds
appear to maintain surprisingly high-amplitude rhythms and
coherence even after the LP. The DN1 and DN3 oscillators
both show desynchronization, followed by recovery of syn-
chrony several days after the LP (Figure 2A). The averaged traces
for each circadian neuronal subgroup (Figure 2B) sharpen the
qualitative assessments of single-cell traces for each condition.
Averaged LNd oscillations show a remarkable immediate shift to
an earlier phase in response to the phase-advancing LP without
loss of amplitude relative to the DD condition.
Different Circadian Neuronal Subgroups Exhibit
Quantitatively Distinct Kinetic Signatures for Both DD
and LP Oscillator Patterns
We analyzed each of the subgroups for their single-cell order
parameters, GOF, and proportion of reliably rhythmic cells,
comparing LP relative to DD. As a measure of synchrony over
time among cells within a subgroup, the order parameter
R was calculated for a sequence of 2-day sliding windows
(Figure 3A). The s-LNvs show a significant loss of oscillator
synchrony in response to the LP, followed by gradual recovery
(RLP – RDDz 0) several days after the LP. The DN3s also show
a significant loss of synchrony in response to the LP, but with a
slower onset and more rapid recovery relative to the s-LNvs. In
contrast to the s-LNvs, no significant differences in R are seen
for light-evoked l-LNvs relative to the DD baseline. The LNds
and DN1s show significant increases in R coinciding with
s-LNv recovery several days after the LP, with the LNds exhibit-
ing the earliest and greatest strengthening of synchrony relative
to DD baseline values.Current Biology 25, 8Analysis of GOF as an independent measure of rhythmicity
for each neuronal subgroup supports the conclusions as deter-
mined by changes in the order parameter R in response to the
LP (Figure 3B). The s-LNvs, LNds, and l-LNvs show significant
decreases in GOF in response to the LP ranked as listed. The
LNds and DN1s exhibit a significant but delayed increase in
GOF several days after the LP. The DN3s exhibit a general trend
of transient reduction followed by an increase in GOF, though
without reaching a significant difference between LP and DD.
For proportion of reliably rhythmic cells (Figure 3C), the s-LNvs
show significant decreases initially following the LP, as do the
l-LNvs to a lesser extent, while the LNd, DN1, and DN3 sub-
groups show delayed significant increases that correspond
to their phase retuning of synchrony. Thus, loss and subsequent
recovery and/or strengthening of synchrony are quantifiable fea-
tures of the circadian network’s response to phase-advancing
light that vary in a stereotypic manner between circadian neuron
subgroups.
We also employed BPENS (Bayesian parameter estimation
for noisy sinusoids) calculations over 2-day sliding windows
as described previously [16] to quantify confidence in our crite-
rion for reliably rhythmic cells and sine-fit estimates of periods
(Figure S3). BPENS calculations confirmed the same distinct
trends of light response for ‘‘all cells’’ and for each neuronal
subgroup (see Figure S3 and Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures for details). Additionally, we ran a test using surrogate
data from [16] using 2-day windows to further validate the
accuracy of the sine-fit measures with a wavelet-detrending
method that we employed. The resulting period estimates
had a mean absolute error of 1.6% with a standard deviation
of 1.2%. This test, along with the BPENS correlation measures,58–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 861
Figure 3. Neuronal Subgroups Respond to a Phase-Advancing Light Pulse with Quantitatively Distinct Dynamics of Transient Desynchrony
Followed by Recovery and Strengthening of Synchrony and Rhythmicity
Colored background frames of reference are as in Figure 1. Circadian parameters are measured over 2-day sliding windows.
(A) After a LP, neuronal subgroups exhibit transient loss and/or subsequent gain of synchrony with varying degrees and kinetics of response (s-LNv, LNd, DN1,
DN3) or no significant response (l-LNv). Solid lines represent the difference in R between LP andDD conditions (RLP – RDD). Dark and light gray zones indicate 95%
and 99% confidence intervals, assuming the null hypothesis of no difference between LP and DD.
(B) Exposure to LP results in a significant rapid reduction in the goodness-of-sine-fit (GOF) for the s-LNvs, LNds, and l-LNvs (listed by order of response). The
DN1s and LNds demonstrate strengthened GOF delayed by several days after the LP. Colored lines indicate average values for GOF for LP cells, whereas
solid black lines indicate values for DD cells. Error bars represent ±SEM. Significant differences between LP and DD conditions at each time point are indicated
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005, and *p < 0.05 (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test).
(C) Analysis of the proportion of reliably rhythmic cells after a LP relative to the DD condition (PLP  PDD) reveals a significant initial decrease for the s-LNvs and
l-LNvs and, to a lesser extent, the LNds and DN3s. The LNds, DN1s, and DN3s demonstrate a later increase in proportion of reliably rhythmic cells compared to
corresponding neurons in DD. Confidence intervals are plotted as described above.confirms that the quantified trends in light response are consis-
tent and reliable.
Circadian Neuronal Subgroups Respond to the LP with
Temporally Distinct Kinetic Signatures of Transient
Desynchrony Followed by Phase-Retuned Synchrony
Under DD conditions, the different circadian neuronal subgroups
are initially synchronous but gradually decrease their inter-group
synchrony over 6 days as seen in the aligned averaged
per-driven bioluminescence signals (Figure 4A, top panel).
Surprisingly, given the proposed role of the s-LNvs as ‘‘master
oscillators,’’ the averaged peaks of the DN1s, DN3s, and LNds
temporally lead the lateral s-LNvs and l-LNvs in DD (Figure 4A,
top panel). This temporal difference in peaks of activity may be
due to shorter free-running periods in these neurons as pro-
posed in [35]. Accordingly, the circadian network’s overall period
may be established by synergistic interactions between multiple
neuronal subgroups rather than encoded by a single neuronal
subgroup like the s-LNvs. The LP induces acute desynchrony
between the circadian subgroups, shown by the aligned aver-
aged per-driven bioluminescence signal peaks, followed by
phase retuning of synchrony that varies between circadian sub-
groups after the LP (Figure 4A, lower panel). Comparison of the
order parameter R within each cell subgroup shows the same
temporal sequence described above of significant light-induced
acute desynchrony followed several days later by significant
strengthening of oscillator synchrony (Figure 4B). This distrib-
uted dynamic pattern of light response is similar for the propor-862 Current Biology 25, 858–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltdtion of reliably rhythmic cells (Figure 4C). Comparative dynamic
spatiotemporal patterns are depicted inMovie S2, with individual
frames in Figure 4D, in which the values of R for each neuronal
subgroup are converted to a color heatmap (DD on the left and
LP on the right).
AdultXLG-Per-Luc Flies Exposed to a Light Pulse In Vivo
Exhibit Transient Reduction Followed by Delayed
Increase in PER Staining Intensity Relative to DD
After observing dynamic changes in PER activity in whole-brain
explants exposed to a LP, we predicted that the same trends of
light-induced network desynchrony and resynchrony would be
observed for neuronal subgroups in the brains of adult male
XLG-Per-Luc flies exposed to a LP in vivo. Accordingly, we
adapted the DD and LP protocols in vivo followed by brain
collection for anti-PER ICC analysis of individual neuronal oscil-
lator PER activity. Whole brains in DD were fixed near expected
daily peaks of PER based on previous entrainment history.
Whole brains of flies exposed to the LP were fixed at projected
daily peaks of PER based on the expected phase advance by
the LP (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
In Figure 5, neuronal subgroups are stained for PER (green)
and PDF (red) from standardized laser and imaging settings
(‘‘Std gain’’) for relative comparison of staining intensity along
with higher-gain (‘‘High gain’’) settings optimized to compensate
for later time points and dimmer neuronal subgroups (e.g.,
DN3s). In line with their proposed role as key regulators of
behavior in DD [27, 28, 36], the s-LNvs exhibit the greatest andAll rights reserved
Figure 4. Alignment of Neuronal Subgroup
Responses to a Light Pulse Reveals Tempo-
rally Distinct Kinetic Signatures of Phase
Retuning
In (A)–(C), plots of neuronal subgroup data are
coded by color: s-LNv (red), l-LNv (yellow), LNd
(orange), DN1 (blue), and DN3 (green).
(A) Top: average bioluminescence traces for sub-
groups maintained in DD exhibit a progressive and
monotonic loss of rhythmicity and inter-subgroup
synchrony over time. Bottom: after a LP, average
bioluminescence traces for subgroups exhibit a
transient reduction in rhythmic amplitude and inter-
subgroup synchrony, followed by a general
strengthening of rhythmic amplitude and inter-
subgroup synchrony over time relative to corre-
sponding neurons in DD.
(B and C) Inter-subgroup comparisons of averaged single-neuron circadian parameters measured using 2-day sliding windows.
(B) After a LP, s-LNvs exhibit the first and longest-lasting significant reduction in R, with DN3s exhibiting similar but less extreme changes. LNds and DN1s
subsequently show significant strengthening of synchrony, coinciding with recovery of s-LNv synchrony. Dotted lines indicate no significant changes in syn-
chrony after a LP relative to DD (RLP – RDD); solid lines indicate significance outside the 99% confidence interval determined by bootstrapping.
(C) Inter-subgroup comparisons of the relative proportion of reliably rhythmic cells (PLP – PDD) show that s-LNvs and l-LNvs exhibit significant initial decreases in
proportion of rhythmic cells after exposure to a LP, whereas DN1s, DN3s, and LNds exhibit a significantly delayed increase. Dotted and solid lines indicate
absence or presence of statistically significant differences between LP and DD conditions as shown above for R.
(D) Images of selected time points from Movie S2 comparing inter-subgroup differences in kinetics of changes in synchrony in DD or LP conditions. The
pseudocolor heatmap codes values of R, with warm colors indicating high synchrony among cells within a subgroup. Left sides of brains show DD; right sides
show response to LP. Colored backgrounds designating general time frames of significant changes in R are the same as in previous figures.most sustained PER staining intensities over time in DD. Uni-
formly contrasting DD baseline measures, oscillators exposed
to a LP (labeled LP day + number of hours since exposure, yellow
background) show a decrease in PER staining intensity immedi-
ately after the LP (LP + 2 hr), with the most qualitatively apparent
decrease 24 hr after the LP (Figure 5). 48 hr after application of
the LP, most neuronal subgroups exhibit recovery of staining
intensity; recovery for dimmer subgroups such as DN1, DN3,
and l-LNv is more distinct by quantitative measurements (see
below). Remarkably, phase retuning is measurable by anti-PER
ICC, as the LNds exhibit a qualitatively distinct and statistically
significant increase in PER staining 48 hr after LP exposure
relative to LNds maintained in DD. Anti-PER ICC also shows
significantly higher levels of PER in the DN3s for LP day 4 at
48 hr post-LP relative to day 3 at 24 hr post-LP (Figures 5
and 6). The 4-day range of the in vivo ICC staining protocol
shows that all of the major features of network transient de-
synchrony and synchrony phase retuning following a phase-
advancing LP are shared between whole-brain longitudinal
XLG-Per-Luc imaging and in vivo.
Neuronal Subgroups Exposed to a Light Pulse In Vivo
Exhibit Quantitatively Distinct and Significant
Changes in PER Staining Relative to Corresponding
Oscillators in DD
In Figure 6, quantification of average PER fluorescence intensity
for oscillators exposed to a phase-advancing white LP in vivo
reveals similar trends between phase retuning observed in our
bioluminescence recordings and brain explants exposed to a
LP ex vivo. Relative to baseline measurements of PER staining
intensity for ‘‘all neurons’’ in DD (averaged from all neuronal sub-
groups, blue), ‘‘all neurons’’ exposed to the LP (yellow) exhibited
a global significant reduction in staining intensity within 2 hr of
light exposure, with the decrease in intensity continuing evenCurrent Biology 25, 8up to 24 hr after the LP. 48 hr after the LP, the PER staining
intensity has generally recovered (i.e., there is no significant dif-
ference in intensity between LP and DD oscillators). This general
recovery of staining intensity 2 hr in advance of the original peak
indicates a network phase shift induced by the phase-advancing
LP. The s-LNvs, l-LNvs, and DN1s exhibit this trend to varying
degrees. Furthermore, the LNds and DN3s exhibit a significant
increase in PER staining intensity 48 hr after exposure to the
LP relative to corresponding oscillators in DD.
In vivo ICC experiments repeated for adult w1118 flies show
the same trends of PER activity in DD and in response to
phase-advancing LP as XLG-Per-Luc ICC (Figures S4–S6).
Quantitative comparison of PER levels between w1118 (red)
and XLG-Per-Luc (violet) flies shows no significant difference in
staining intensity between corresponding neurons between
matched conditions and time points (Figure S4). The similarity
of PER staining intensities between w1118 and XLG-Per-Luc
flies supports previous studies [24, 37] indicating that XLG-
Per-Luc flies are a reliable model to study dynamics of PER
activity. The common trend of transient loss and then recovery
and/or strengthening of PER staining intensities at expected
phase-shifted peak times relative to expected peak intensities
in DD provides further evidence that LP-induced transient de-
synchrony and delayed synchrony phase retuning observed in
cultured brain explants is recapitulated in vivo (Figures 5 and 6).
DISCUSSION
Multi-day functional imaging of organotypic cultures of
Drosophila whole adult brains requires long-term health of the
cultures. Our previous work shows that cultures maintain iden-
tifiable morphological characteristics of the LNvs for up to
20 days and cycling of the clock protein TIM in single LNvs for
up to 3 days as shown by ICC staining [9]. We now reliably58–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 863
Figure 5. Exposure of Intact XLG-Per-Luc
Adult Flies to a Light Pulse In Vivo Reveals
Qualitatively Apparent Transient Loss and
Subsequent Increase in PER Staining Inten-
sity Over Time
After entrainment to a standard 12:12 hr LD
schedule for R3 days, adult XLG-Per-Luc flies
were either maintained in DD (‘‘DD group’’; gray
background) or exposed to a 15-min 12.57-W/m2
(2,000 lux) LP at CT 22 on the second day in DD
in vivo (labeled LP day + number of hours since
exposure; yellow background). Adult whole brains
were stained for PER (green) and PDF (red). Flies in
the DD group were fixed at CT 22 for DD day 2
and CT 0 for DD days 3 and 4. Flies exposed to
the LP were fixed 2 hr (CT 2), 24 hr (CT 0), or 48 hr
(CT 0) after the LP. Note that fixation times for LP
flies are recalibrated such that the new CT 0 cor-
responds to the time when the LP is administered.
In comparison to corresponding DD cells, it can
be seen from representative ICC images that
all neuronal subgroups demonstrate substantial
dampening of PER staining intensity 24 hr after
LP exposure, with general recovery of amplitude 48 hr after the LP. The staining for each neuronal subgroup is presented at the same standardized (‘‘Std gain’’)
laser and microscope settings to compare between time points and conditions along with staining obtained with higher-intensity settings (‘‘High gain’’) for
visualization of dim fluorescence, particularly for later time points and the DN3s. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details regarding ICC protocol
and fixation times.measure longitudinal circuit-wide function of single-neuron
oscillators by XLG-Per-Luc bioluminescence for up to 6 days.
The minimal Drosophila circadian network of six neuronal sub-
groups can be further subdivided based on neurochemical or
genetic markers [21–26]. The current study is restricted to char-
acterizing the general dynamic activity of the classical anatomi-
cally recognized s-LNv, l-LNv, LNd, DN1, and DN3 subgroups,
which show distinct kinetic signatures in DD and in response
to a phase-advancing LP. Future studies will parse other divi-
sions of the circuit.
The whole-brain cultures tend to flatten with time, causing
slight gradual positional distortion of the circadian neurons,
which actually makes for easier identification and isolation of sin-
gle-neuron oscillators, particularly for dense subgroups such as
the DN3s. We employed rigorous criteria. Oscillators that could
not be clearly anatomically identified, isolated from nearby cells,
and distinguished from frame to frame and that did not exhibit
cycling throughout the recordings were excluded from analysis.
DN3 neurons do not express the CRY photoreceptor and require
signaling from CRY-positive neurons to respond to light. Thus,
their LP response shows that the circadian neural circuit remains
intact in cultures [10, 11]. Intact flies can also light entrain via
rhodopsin-based photic input from the eyes and other external
photoreceptors [12]. We exclude photoreceptors from cultures,
as they increase the risk of microbiological contamination.
Glass60j mutant flies that lack all external photoreceptors retain
light responsiveness, normal behavioral entrainment, and PER
cycling (ICC) in a CRY-dependent manner [12]. We show a clear
similarity of trends in light response between our biolumines-
cence recordings of cultured whole brains exposed to the LP
and anti-PER ICC analysis of whole brains of flies exposed to
the LP in vivo, supporting previous conclusions that cultured
whole brains of XLG-Per-Luc flies are excellent models for
studying dynamic changes in the synchrony of PER activity864 Current Biology 25, 858–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltdinduced by environmental cues such as light and temperature
[24, 37].
Our bioluminescence measurements of synchrony in DD
agree with our ICC measures of PER levels and previous studies
showing an apparent progressive loss of synchrony and ampli-
tude throughout most of the circuit over time [38, 39]. From their
previously described role as core oscillators [27, 28, 36], the
s-LNvs exhibit relatively robust rhythmic amplitude and syn-
chrony in DD. The strong l-LNv amplitude andmeasurable phase
coherence we observed even 2 days and beyond in DD is some-
what surprising based on expectations from earlier ICC studies
[27–30] and our own ICC findings of l-LNv dampening of PER
levels after 2 days (Figures 4 and 5). This is possibly due to (1)
the improved temporal resolution of our longitudinal XLG-Per-
Luc imaging approach, (2) the l-LNv loss of connection with
the removed optic lobes, or (3) lack of modulation from periph-
eral tissues. However, we find the same trends in light response
for l-LNvs in brain cultures exposed to a LP ex vivo and l-LNvs
in the intact brains of adult flies exposed to a LP in vivo. This
suggests that the l-LNv oscillators’ PER activity and their circuit
connections are sufficiently intact in brain culture explants,
though some light input and peripheral feedback information is
obviously lost for cultured brains.
One of our most notable findings is that a phase-advancing
LP induces transient damping of the synchrony and rhythmicity
of single-neuron oscillators followed by the gradual emergence
of a new state of strengthened synchrony that reproducibly
varies across the circuit network. We call this dynamic process
phase retuning. The new state of circuit synchrony is character-
ized by a light-induced phase shift that coincides with neurons
exhibiting stronger rhythms that are better synchronized both
within and across neuronal subgroups relative to DD. Although
we have not yet measured a comprehensive phase response
curve, we expect that they will vary in a systematic fashionAll rights reserved
Figure 6. Quantification of Significant
Changes in PER Staining Intensity from
Whole Brains of XLG-Per-Luc Flies Either
Maintained inDDor Exposed to a Light Pulse
In Vivo
Volocity software (PerkinElmer) was used to mea-
sure the average fluorescence intensity of PER
staining in individual neurons visualized qualita-
tively in Figure 5. Neuronal oscillators in DD (blue)
generally exhibit a gradual reduction in average
intensity of PER staining over time, with s-LNvs
showing the most stable amplitude. Conversely,
neuronal oscillators exposed toa LP (yellow) exhibit
a significant reduction in PER staining intensity
24 hr after the LP and a significant recovery of
staining intensity 48 hr after the LP. The LNds and
DN3s even appear to exhibit a significant increase
in PER staining intensity 48 hr after the LP
in comparison to corresponding neurons main-
tained in DD. However, it should be noted that very
dim fluorescence at later time points and tight
clustering make analysis of DN3s difficult. Error
bars represent ±SEM. N.S., no significant differ-
ence; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.005; *** p < 0.001. Student’s
t test was used to compare corresponding DD
and LP neuronal oscillators with the null hypothesis
that there is no difference in average PER staining
fluorescence intensity. Laser intensity and other
settings were kept the same for all groups for
comparison of fluorescence intensities.similar to behavioral phase response curves. Desynchrony may
appear to be a negative consequence of the LP. However, recent
work suggests that transient ‘‘phase tumbling’’ [25] of the light
entrainment process may be exploited for more rapid recovery
from jetlag [25]. While much work has shown the importance of
VIP peptidergic signaling in the SCN for maintaining robust
rhythms [40–42], pharmacological treatment with different con-
centrations of VIP, GABAergic, and vasopressin agents can
also transiently weaken oscillator function, resulting in more
rapid entrainment [25, 43–45]. Temporarily weakening oscillator
coupling and dephasing of rhythms appears to permit circuits to
more easily reset to phase shifts, and overly robust oscillator net-
works block entrainment [25, 43, 44, 46–49].
Previous work has shown that circuit connectivity [29] orga-
nizes circadian behavior and electrical outputs of cell-autono-
mous oscillators [50]. The Drosophila circadian circuit light initial
response of desynchrony followed by phase retuning to a new
circuit-wide synchrony pattern remarkably recapitulates many
of the features that are observed when LNvs are electrically hy-
perexcited [18, 51], suggesting that such responses are dictated
by circuit properties. The relatively tight homogeneous light
response that we measure in longitudinally imaged XLG-Per-
Luc fly brains in the LNds is interesting, as only half of the
LNds express CRY [10]. This suggests a non-cell-autonomous
functional role for the LNds in light-induced circuit phase shift
and maintaining behavior rhythmicity following exposure to a
short LP. The LNds are the first neuronal subgroup to exhibit a
rapid and coherent phase advance immediately following the
LP. As suggested in [46], the LNdsmay first reset their own circa-
dian oscillations before influencing other neuronal subgroups to
reset and resynchronize their own molecular pacemakers. WeCurrent Biology 25, 8propose that the LNds are the actual mediators of the whole-cir-
cuit phase advance and that transient phase desynchrony in
other neuronal subgroups enables them to be phase retuned,
which ultimately drives a light-induced shift in the phase of
behavioral rhythms. Sub-regions of the SCN also vary in oscil-
lator response to light input and show a wave-like spatiotem-
poral pattern [52–54]. Comparisons of dissociated SCN cellular
oscillators versus intact SCN slices suggest that many of the fea-
tures of oscillator coordination are determined by anatomical
connectivity [53, 55–58].
In summary, we show by whole-circuit bioluminescence imag-
ing of single circadian neurons and immunocytochemical anal-
ysis of PER activity in response to in vivo light exposure that a
phase-advancing light pulse induces a circuit-wide spatiotem-
poral pattern of acute oscillator desynchrony followed by phase
retuning to synchrony that varies across circadian neuronal sub-
groups. The general time course of this complex circuit-wide
response imaged in whole-brain explants closely matches that
for behavioral entrainment in intact animals [12]. Based on the
many organizational similarities of circadian circuits across the
animal kingdom, entrainment appears to be constrained by
connectivity of the circadian network. Our results support the
hypothesis that temporarily weakened subsets of oscillators
and their acute desynchrony are key initial features of entrain-
ment. Broad features of this pattern of circadian circuit response
to light may be generalizable to humans and other mammals.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A detailed description of reagents and protocols including organotypic whole-
brain culturing, bioluminescence imaging, immunocytochemical analysis of58–867, March 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 865
in vivo light response, and custom MATLAB scripts for quantitative analysis of
PER activity can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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